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ABOUT US

The Rumble Museum at Cheney is run by educational charity The Iris Project and spread
throughout corridors and rooms. We run regular projects, talks and events, and have two active
student Museum Councils.
We have been awarded full Museum Accreditation by the Arts Council. Find out more at
www.rumblemuseum.org.uk

ROBBY THE ROBOT AND THE STORY MUSEUM
Last week, we announced that our Rumble robots
had started to speak for the first time, and that
The Year Eight Museum Council students and
Sixth Form Museum Volunteers had been in the
know for a number of weeks, and have kept the
plans veiled in secrecy.
The Story Museum caught wind of our project,
and were inspired to think about giving a voice to
Robby the Robot who lives at the Story Museum.
Robby the Robot starred in the 1956 sci-fi film The
Forbidden Planet. He was groundbreaking at the
time, though not an actual robot, but one
operated by a human inside.
The Story Museum team invited our Museum
Council team to visit their amazing museum this
week to meet Robby and to start to think about
the sorts of things that Robby might see and hear
in the museum when he is there after opening
hours.
Students were able to explore the Whispering
Wood and the Enchanted Library, where they
were able to step inside some very well-known
stories such as Narnia, the Snowman and
Noughts and Crosses, while thinking about what
1
stories Robby might tell.
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ROBBY THE ROBOT AND THE STORY MUSEUM CONTD
After a magical tour of the galleries, including getting to see the real alethiometer created for the
Golden Compass film, and having a disco, the students returned to the common room to think
about their ideas.
Some students thought about portals and characters from the wall of posters where Robby now
stands, and others had ideas of Robby trying to get through the wardrobe into Narnia!
The Story Museum have taken in all the ideas, and over the coming months, we will be
continuing to develop them, to see where they take Robby and us!
We are very excited and grateful to be involved with this exciting project, and are really looking
forward to welcoming the Story Museum team to hear our own robot stories this coming Friday
at our Pick 'n' Styx launch event!
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FI NAL REMI NDER FOR PI CK ' N' STYX LAUNCH!
Make sure you book a place at our Pick 'n' Styx launch this Friday 1st April, from 3.30pm onwards
in the Library for students and staff, and from 3.45pm for other visitors. Experience the Greek
Underworld and meet some of its denizens! Try underworld refreshments (but watch out for
those pomegranates)., and even a range of mocktails designed by our imaginative students.
There are also some of our Greek Underworld themed artefacts on display in front reception.
See you there!
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DYSTOPI A BREAKFAST TALKS NEXT TERM
If you're a fan of dystopian films, books and more, and you're in Year Eight or Nine, then come to
our Rumble Museum Dystopian Breakfast Talks! They will be every Thursday morning during
tutor time next term, and take place in the Classics Centre (L14).
You'll be able to sign up using a form that is being emailed out to all students and parents, so
please keep an eye out!
We hope to see you there next term.
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